
Topic: SIDA meeting
Meeting Date: 2 Jul 2016
Meeting Time: 2pm to 5pm

Attendance: Jason,David,JianHao,Eddie,TanYL,XiuFeng,,,,,,,,,
Absence with apology: Nicky, Jim, Teh, Derek, George, Shan

Item Speaker Content ….. {Meeting Tweeter Ver 3.0 (U001R03)  }
001 System Meeting Started
002 Jason I will start the meeting with some ground rules.
003 Jason Rule number 1, Do not get angry.
004 Jason Rule number 2, Coordinator can issue Yellow card. Two Yellow cards equal one penalty.

005 Jason Rule number 3, Do not say Danger Words. Danger words are "cannot work", "stupid/lousy 
idea" and etc. 
Instead say "Strength is", "Good thing is", "Weakness is", "Problem is" and etc.

006 Jason Rule number 4, Do not insult or verbal attack on anyone or any race or any religion in the 
meeting.

007 Jason Rule number 5, Everyone must AGREE TO DIS-AGREE, but there must be a reason to dis-
agree.

008 Jason Next item on the agenda is update on SIDA joining IFIA. You can check the status in IFIA 
website, https://www.ifia.com/en/ifia-member/ifia-full-members/item/151-singapore-sida

009 Jason IFIA has recently introduce a TTC (Technology Transfer Center) system. If inventor has ann 
invention, he can submit it to TTC through their "National Association". His invention will be 
broadcasted to companies or investors wil linkage to IFIA. If any of the companies are 
interested, they can response. Then IFIA will linkup both parties to meet. There will be some 
cost involved, registering fee is US$20 and US$100 for inventor to receive the respondent 
detail.

010 Tan Is it US$100 for every respondent or all respondents ?
011 Jason The document did not said.
012 Eddie Likely to be each respondent detail cost US$100.
013 Jason I email IFIA and asked if SIDA can become a "National Association" in Singapore. They 

redirected my email to another person in charge. But the fellow said he's not in charge and 
will pass the request to the correct person. I have not hear from them yet. 

014 Jason Next, I like to bring out the decision to change SIDA constitution by adding two more 
objectives. This is due to SIDA logo change. I've come up with the meeting resolution 
document. President, Vice President and I have signed. Need George to sign also, but he is 
sick today. So I will bring this to next SIDA meeting.

015 Jason Next is the update on FOS-IPOS (Friends of SIDA - Intellectual Properties of Singapore). The 
letter mail to IPOS Chief Executive Mr Daren Tang has been send. We will wait for their 
reply. I will follow up again on 21 Jul 2016. If there is no reply, I will send another same letter 
in registered mail to keep a paper trail.

016 Eddie I recommended against sending the registered mail because IPOS may take offense.

Note: This is an approved copy. This copy will be circulated to all related SIDA members. This meeting tweeter log 
will be published in SIDA website from 11 Jul 2016 onward.
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017 Jason Point taken.
018 Jason Going to next item, Project Trolley has just started. The first meeting was held on 18 Jun 

2016. All Co-inventors (Tan Yin Leong, Xiu Feng, David Chen, Nicky Teo and Jason Leow) have 
agreed on the condition and signed the agreement. JianHao also joined in as an observer. 5 
inventions was proposed to solve the same problem.

019 Jason Next item is new visitor. We were expecting a visitor, Mr Shan, to come for this meeting. But 
he was sick today, so I'll skip this section.

020 Jason Next is the project initiated by Nicky to help Loyang TuaPeiKong. I have came up with a 
proposal but since Nicky is not here today, I will put it to the next meeting.

021 Jason FOS-IV (Friends of SIDA - Intellectual Venture) is the next topic. I have prepare a presentation 
slide that is meant for IV if they are willing to meet with us.

022 Jason (Presentation on FOS-IV)
023 Eddie Why don't you send me the information on Intellectual Venture. Let me see if I can help first 

before you do anything.

024 Jason Ok, I will send you the detail. If you can help SIDA to connect with IV, that will be great. I will 
follow up with you in the next meeting.

025 Jason Last second item is FOS-CHINA. Recent TV news are all talking about UK exiting EU, there are 
two news that many may have left out. Check the video link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdAPyOKQCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcJp8HnSAWg

026 Jason These show that China is rising rapidly and SIDA cannot ignore its power in intellectual 
properties. We need to start looking at China and understand their Patent system. I would 
suggest the following area need to look into.

027 Jason 1. To take advantage of Singapore Bilingual (English and Chinese) education.
028 Jason 2. To decide SIDA Chinese name.

a.  新加坡发明者协会

b. 新加坡发明家协会

Please go back and think about the name and we will do a voting in next meeting to decide.

029 Jason 3. To incorporate Chinese into SIDA website.
030 Jason 4. To understand China Patent system.
031 Jason 5. To empower SIDA Inventors to learn and apply for China Patent themselves.
032 Jason 6. To connect with China Patent office through IPOS.
033 Tan I agreed, we must look at China.
034 Jason I like to ask everyone to go back to do some homework on China Patent system. Share it in 

subsequent SIDA meeting.

035 Jason Last item is Invention Gossips. I will run three video (Smartphone microscope, Eco Cooler 
and Zubit Magnetic Shoe Closure).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4lKot0rfXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPuh8IFbIzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FD5fKHpmMmU

036 Jason If there is nothing else, I declare this meeting ended.
037
038
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039
040
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